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Abstract

This study presents an elastic linear and nonlinear analysis of a fully clamped thin

plate subjected to air-blast loading. The dynamic equations of motion for the plate are

derived based on the classical thin plate theory and the von Kármán geometric

nonlinear theory. The geometry and the loading of the problem considered is

symmetric about the mid-point of the plate and, therefore, the four-mode

displacement function is assumed. The Galerkin method is used to formulate a set of

four differential equations of motion for both linear and nonlinear analysis. The

Friedlander distribution is modified to incorporate the dynamic interactions between

the blast wave front and the plate's surface. The numerical integration of the blast

load over the area of a small element of the plate is carried out by the Gaussian

quadrature. The linear and nonlinear equations of motion are solved numerically

using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The displacement time-histories of the

plates subjected to the blast load obtained by the proposed model agree well with the

existing experimental and finite-element analysis results. The numerical investigation

of the dl.namic interactions between the wave front and the plate's surface shows that

the peak pressure calculated from the modified Friedlander model depends on the

radial distance-to-plate's dimension ratio but the maximum impulse does not. Since

the acceleration response of the plate subjected to blast load depends on the peak

pressure, this modified Friedlander model should be used in the analysis for all radial

distance-to-plate's dimension ratio. On the other hand, if the displacement response

of the plate is of interest, the Friedlander model may be used because the
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displacement response of the plate depends only on the maximum impulse. The effect

that the plate's aspect ratio, the plate's surface area, and the charge location has on

the response of the plate subjected to airblast loadings is also studied. It is found that

a square plate is the weakest configuration among all of the rectangular shapes. For a

square plate, the flexibility of the plate increases when the plate's area increases.

However, when the plate's dimension is larger than 900 mm x 900 mm in linear

analysis or 1000 mm x 1000 mm in nonlinear analysis, the flexibility of the plate

decreases for the loading considered. The charge location does not have significant

effect on the maximum displacement of the plate.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 General

Thin plates are used in naval ships, aircrafts, and various industrial structures. These

structures could be subjected to air-blast and shock loads. The knowledge and

understanding of the response of thin plates under blast loading are important. Hence,

the study of thin plates subjected to explosive loads has received a considerable

attention during the last decade.

Explosion is a type of reaction caused by physical and chemical changes. When

explosive matter is detonated, massive energy is released causing a violent expansion

of hot gases originating a pressure wave moving outward at a very high velocity from

its source. This high velocity pressure wave fravels to an observation point forming an

extremely high pressure front followed by a quasi exponential decay back to the

ambient pressure and a negative pressure where the pressure is less than the ambient

pressure. When the shock wave hits a target's surface, the wave reflects with generally

higher pressure depending on the peak pressure of the incident wave, the angle at

which it strikes the surface, the temperature of the ambient, the surrounding ambient,

the surrounding wind velocity and direction, and the nature of the surface. This

reflected overpressure wave is superimposed on the static overpressure a loading

applying to the surface of the target (Lam et al.2004). Unless the surface area of the



target is considerably small in comparison to the st¿nd-off point for a given charge,

the air-blast wave front will not impinge all the position on the surface at the same

time.

1.2 Literature review

The study of a response of a structure to air-blast loading is very important in the

design and the assessment of vulnerability of the structure. The dynamic response of

thin plates to air-blast loading has been studied for many years. The following

literature review summarizes the works on the response of thin plates to blast loading

by a) experiments, b) numerical simulations, and c) analytical analysis, respectively.

Houlston et al. (1985) and Houlston and slater (1987) performed several experiments

on clamped metal plates and stiffened plates subjected air-blast loading and

underwater shock loads. The plates used in the experiment were 508 mm x 508 mm

with the thickness of either 3.4 mm or 1.5 mm. The st¿nd-offs of the charge varied

from 200 cm to 305 cm. They presented measured pressure time histories of the

loadings, strain time histories, displacement time histories, velocity time histories, and

acceleration time histories of the experiments. The experimental results provided a

good understanding of the response of metal plates to blast loading. Jacinto et al.

(2001) and Ambrosini and Jacinto (2005) presented their experimental works on an all

edge-clamped and a cantilevered rectangular metal plates. The plate dimensions in

their experiments were 1.0 m x1.5 m x 2.1 mm for the cantilevered plate and 0.95 rn

x 0.95 m x 0.9 mm for the all edge-clamped plate. The stand-offs of the charge varied



from 30 m to 60 m. Pressure time histories and acceleration time histories were

recorded and presented. Türkmen (2002) presented experimental sh'ain time histories

of clamped laminated cylindrical panels subjected air-blast load. The panel

dimensions were 180 mm x 180 mm with thicknesses of 1.2 and 1.4 mm. The

stand-off was 1000 mm. Chung and Nurick (2005) reported their experiments on

quadrangular stiffened and unstiffened clamped plates subjected to a uniform blast

load. The dimensions of the hot rolled mild steel plates used were 126 mm x 126 mm

x 12 mm. The impulse of the blast load was high enough to produce large inelastic

deformation. Veldman et al. (2006) studied the effects of pre-pressurization clamped

aluminum plates subjected to blast load. The plate dimensions were 152 mm x 152

mm x 1.6 mm where the charges were 0.91m and 1.52 m away. The negative static

pressure was applied to the internalface of the plates before the blast load was applied.

Strain time histories of the plate were presented. They found that the increase in the

peak blast induced strain due to pre-pressurization was insignificant.

Numerical analysis of plates and shells subjected to blast loads has been presented

during the past two decades. Houlston et al. (1985) used the f,inite element software

ADINA to analyze plates subjected to air-blast loading for an elastic response. The

results of the numerical analysis showed a good agreement with their experimental

results. Later on, Houlston and Desrochers (1987) did a nonlinear analysis using

ADINA to investigate the dynamic response of panels subjected to air-blast loadin"

In their study, several boundary conditions were considered. Recently, Jacinto et al.

(2001) and Ambrosini (2005) used commercial software ABAQUS and COSMOS to



analyze unstiffened steel plates with different boundary conditions subjected to

air-blast loading, and the result showed a very good correlation with the prediction of

the experimental results. Apart from metal plates, Mosalam and Mosallam (2001)

used DIAN A 7 .2 to perform numerical finite element analysis of reinforced concrete

slabs l¡oth as-built and retrofitted with carbon fibre reinforced polymer strips

subjected to a blast load.

Only a few theoretical studies investigated the response of plates subjected to a blast

load. Teng et al. (1996) proposed a one-mode response of simply supported and fixed

supported square thin plates under air-blast loading. The loading was assumed to

dishibute uniformly over the plate surfaces. The plate considered has dimensions of

508 mm x 508 mm x 3.4 mm. Turkmen (2002) investigated the dynamic behavior of

clamped laminated composite cylindrical shells subjected to air-blast loading. He

derived the governing equations of motion based on the Love's theory of thin shell

assumption. The uniformly distributed Friedlander model was used as a loading.

Nine-term assumed displacement was employed. The strain-time history results were

compared with the experimental and finite element results from ANSYS.

On the theoretical analysis of thin plates subjected to harmonic loads, several

researchers employed two-mode model in their studies. Abe, Kobayaski and Yamada

(1993) employed a two-mode analysis to find the response of a simply supported

rectangular laminated plate subjected to a harmonic excitation. Shu, Han, and Yang

(1999) used a two-mode model to analyze the chaotic motion of a large deflection

plate. In research by Lai, chen and Yeh (2002), the two-mode model approach



predicted the chaotic and bifurcation dynamics for a simply supported rectangular

plate. For linear elastic plates subjected to general dynamic loading, Chia (1980)

presented linear analysis of plates subjected to general loadings. Täylor and Govindjee

(2004) used the classical double cosine series expansion and the Sherman-

Morrison-Woodbury formula to solve clamped rectangular plates subjected to general

dynamic loadings.

Woznica et al. (2001) studied the effects of temperature on the response of the plate.

They found that the temperature effect was very important in the response of metallic

plates subjected to explosion. The dynamic response of square plates and stiffened

plates subjected to a uniform blast loading and a localized blast loading were obtained

experimentally and numerically by Chung et aI. (2005) and Langdan et al. (2005). In

their studies, the temperature-dependent material properties were used to analyze. Xue

and Hutchinson (2003) investigated the dynamic response of sandwich plate subjected

to air-blast loading. It was shown that the sandwich plate with sufficiently strong

cores had more resistance to blast load than solid plates of the same material and

weight on subjected to large air-blast loading. The dynamic response of elastic-plastic

plates was obtained experimentally, numerically, and simplified analytically by

Cichocki and Perego (1997). Veldman et al. (2006) investigated the effects of

pre-pressurizarion on the response of clamped plates to blast loads and concluded that

pre-pressurization had very little effect on the blast response of clamped plates.



1.3 Objective & Scope

From the literature review, it can be seen that all the works related to plates subjected

to air-blast loads have been carried out either experimentally, numerically, or

theoretically assuming the blast wave front arrives every point of the target's surface

at the same time. To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no investigation of a

response of plates to a blast load considering dynamic interactions of the blast wave

front with the plate surface. The objectives of this research work are, therefore

o To modify the Friedlander model of a blast load distribute to incotporate

dynamic interactions of the blast wave front with the plate surface,

o To investigate the effect the dl.namic interactions of the blast wave front with

the plate surface has on the linear and nonlinear behaviors of the plate

subjected to blast load, and

o To study the effect of the plate's aspect ratio, the plate's area, and the charge

location on the response ofa plate subjected to air-blast load.

In the study, the governing equations will be solved numerically using the fourth

order Runge-Kutta technique. The study considers only elastic deformation of the

plate and the plate is made of isotropic materials. Non-stiffened plate is considered.

Effects of temperatuÍe are neglected and pre-pressurization are not considered. The

blast loading is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the middle point of the plate.

Thesis Organization1.4

General concepts on blast load will be briefed in Chapter II. Basics of the classical



thin plate theory, the von Kármán geometric nonlinear theory and the Fourth-order

Runge-kutta technique will be provided in Chapter iII. The formulation of the

equations of motion and their solutions will be presented in Chapter IV. The modified

Friedlander model will also be included in Chapter IV. Numerical results will be

discussed in Chapter V. The conclusion of this study and the recommendation on the

future study will be provided in Chapter VI.



Chapter II

Blast Loading

2.1 Introduction

The phenomenon resulting from a rapid release of energy is called an explosion. This

energy may come from an explosive such as gunpowder, wheat flour dust in a grain

elevator, pressurized steam in a boiler, or an uncontrolled nuclear transformation

(Kinney and Graham, 1985). Some of the terminologies and the basic background on

the subject of blast will be presented in this chapter.

2.2 Detonation

When the explosive substance is oxidized in some way, a large amount of energy is

released to the atmosphere and this phenomenon is called detonation. Smith and

Hetherington (199\ gave a basic schematic of the detonation process in a spherical

change. As show in Figure 2.1, at the point of initiation of the detonator, chemical

bonds of the explosive matter are broken. This break of the chemical bonds creates an

enorrnous exothermic reaction which compresses the surrounding substances causing

a high velocity shock wave. The velocity of the shock wave is multiplied as the

reaction energy increases in density, temperature, and pressure behind it. The shock

wave will move away from the point of initiation. The shock wave front is constantly

reinforced by the reaction energy from material just in front of it until it reaches the



free aír boundary. The physics related to the formation of the detonation wave and its

velociry was described by Zukas and Walters (1997).

n Sullr¡r¡nrJrng:rir'

n Uru¿irr't*cl rìrPlûsivt

W Drtrrnatirrn '.t¡t'e û''¡nt

E Rel,;tinsex¡rlosir'e

n Reacled ex¡rlosir,e

r Poìnt oll iuitiation

Figure 2.L Detonation mechanisms within the explosive (source: Smith and

Hetherington, 1994)

2.3 Blast Waves

When the surrounding air of the explosion is suddenly pushed back with great force, a

blast wave is produced. In Figure 2.2, Kinney and Graham (1985) showed the

pressure pulse of an arbitrarily chosen initial configuration in order to illustrate the

formation of a blast wave. Each individual part of the pulse propagates outward at the

speed of sound particular to the medium it passes through. The higher pressure parts

move faster and hence produce higher temperature. The front of the blast wave

generates the shock discontinuity.

in Figure 2.3, as the wave expands, the blast energy increasingly absorbed by the
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surrounding air retards the wave speed. This further reduces air density and pressure

at the wave head. The radiating \¡/aves increase in volume, causing explosive gas to

expand and pressure to be reduced behind the front, as well.

DlnÊCTi'fN ôF Tft AVGL'---:+

Figure 2.2 Illustrating the development of explosive shock (source: Kinney and

Graham, 1985)

t'rl:ì f AìrCE

Figure 2.3 A distribution of pressure observed along a base line, at regular time

intervals, as blast wave moves through air medium (source: Kinney and Graham,

1 e8s)

The speed of sound must be considered in investigations of blast and shock. For

convenience in calculation, a dimensionless index called Mach nuntber,M, is used,

Mach number is defined as a ratio of the magnitude of a velocity to the local speed of

r¡J
tË.)

I
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sound and may be written as
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where M is the Mach number ,

c,,, is a shock front velocity, and

c, is a local speed ofsound.

Figure 2.4 shows a typical pressure-time history of blast loading. At an arrival time of

t,, after the explosion, the far-location pressure abruptly leaps to peak overpressure.

Any object located here suffers an immediate lateral force that is equivalent to the

overpressure times the expected area of the radial line of the blast wave. However,

this situation does not remain static, because the overpressure dissipates, according to

a pressure-time formula. In ideal gas conditions, the positive portion of the blast

pressure-time hìstory can be approximated by a Friedlander model as:

r (msec)
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Figure 2.4Typical cutves for a blast wave

where p(t) is an instantaneous overpressure attime t ,

po is the peak overpressure,

t,, is the arrival time,

l, is the positive phase duration, and

d is a decay coeff,rcient.

The surrounding atmosphere will retum to its original state after the explosion.

Over-expansion generates the pressure which is under the atmospheric level, negative

pressure. It is called under-pressure. The under-pressure should not be higher than one

atmosphere.

2.4 Near and Far Field Blasts

Depending on a distance between the detonation point and a target, and target's

dimensions, a blast loading on the tørget may be considered as a near field or a far

fietd toading- The difference between a near field and a far field blast loading is the

curvature of the blast front as it interacts with the target.

Near field loading is defined by Z..t (Lam et al., 2004) whete Z is a scaled

distance and is expressed as

(2.3)

where R is a radial distance,

W is an explosion charge mass.

l2



Interaction curvature

Tarset

Figure 2.5: Blast curvature for near field blasts

Near field loading is shown in Figure 2.5. The high interaction curvature means that

the loading is a spatially-varying transient loading. This type of loading may occur

when a small target is in close proximity of the detonation point or when the target is

relatively large.

Interaction curvature

Tarset

Figure 2.6 A blast curvature for a far field blast

Figure 2.6 shows a typical far field blast loading. This type of loading may be

produced by a small charge mass on a relatively small target at a near radial distance

orby a large chargemass atalarge radial distance ona small target. Because the far

field toading has enough time for the blast wave front to arrive every point on the

target's surface at the same time, the loading on the target has a low interaction

curvature.

2.5 Reflected Shock

The gas expansion stops when the initial blast wave impinges on the relatively rigid

target surface. The blast wave is reflected back into the incident medium with an

increase in the pressure. Reflected pressure may be expressed as

13



p,.= l\po (2.4)

where p, is a reflected wave peak pressure, and

Â is a reflection coeff,rcient depending on the direction of the reflection.

Reflection has there types: (1) Normal reflection; (2) Oblique reflection; and (3) Mach

stem formation.

2.5.1 Normøl Reflection

Normal reflection occurs when the blast wave impinges on the relatively rigid surface

and the blast wave front is parallel to this surface, as shown Figure 2.7. The reflection

coefficient depends on the Mach number and is often expressed as a function of the

incident Mach number M. as

n _ ek -t)Mi Ie - k) (z.s)
(k-I)Mi +2

where Æ is heat capacily ratio and

Ç ir a constant pressure, and

C, is a constant volume.

If the explosive is in an ideal atmospheric surrounding, Æ is equal to 1.4. The normal

reflection coefficient, Eqn. (2.5), changes to

n=aM.l 
*4 (2.7)

Ml +s

(2.6),- -c,ft -- cv
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Figure 2.7 Anormal reflection (source: Kinney and Graham, 1985)

Oblique Reflection

Oblique reflection occurs when the blast wave impinges on the surface at a small

angle between the blast wave front and surface. Figure 2.8 illushates that for the angle

of incidence B and the initial shockM., the resulting reflected shock M, ,is at the

Mach number M.,angle of reflection á . The reflection angle ô depends on the

and other thermodynamic properties.

I

.f'\\

r*c\Ðþ
UN DISTTJRBFIJ

Atrì AT Px, Tx

Fr, T,

Figure 2.8 An oblique reflection (source: Kinney and Graham, 1985)

The relation between angle of incidence and angle of reflection for shock waves are

shown in Figure 2.9. In the figure, incident Mach numbeÍ M* runs from one, a

sound wave, to five or a strong shock wave. Reflected Mach number M, for a

specif,rc angle of incidence and a specihc incident Mach number M, can be obtained

ar' P*' T"

t5



from Figure 2.10. The reflection coefficient for oblique reflection can be obtained by

^-
(r r: -t)(t ui - r) - ro

+z(ttri -t)

15 3Ü

Ar":'ÊLË rlF tI'/CIOENT Sl-lOCl( lFI. DËtifJEES

Figure 2.9 Angle of reflected shock vs. angle of incident shock (source: Kinney and

Graham, 1985)
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Figure 2.10 Reflected shock Mach number vs. angle of incident shock (source:

(2.8)
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Kinney and Graham, i985)

The Møch Stem Formøtion

Mach stem formation is a spurt-like effect that happens when a shock front strikes a

t6



surface at an angle close to what is called a grazing incidence shown in Figure 2.f1. A

grazing incidence means that the incident angle is equal to 90 degrees.
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Figure 2.ll The Mach stem formation (source: Kinney and Graham, 1985)

A Mach stem augments the overpressure on the outside of an object. This can be

explained using a reflection coeffrcientr\, the ratio of the overpressure to the incident

angle of the shock. Figure 2.I2 plots the reflection coefficients associated with the

shock Mach number M, and the incident shock angle B .
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Figure 2.12 Reflection coefficient associated with angle of incident shock (source:

Kinney and Graham, 1985)

2.6 Numerical Analysis of Blast Loading

Bode-type equations which calculate blast loading wele formed by Kinney and

11



Graham (1985). The overpressure

the following equation:

po can be evaluated from the scaled distance by

where p,, is an atmospheric pressure.

The arrival time of the shock wave to the target at a radial distance

charge can be mathematically expressed by

',,=[;) f(;þ,
where 4 is the radius of the charge.

The duration of the positive pressure phase can be evaluated by

sso[r*l-41''.1t I \0.54l I

'Ytt-['.[uã)']['.ffilM
The blast impulse per unit area equation is

r _o.oat<F*ØlozzfA z'{*çnrssf

R away from the

(2.e)

(2.r0)

(2.t1)

(2.12)

Here .I is the blast impulse and A is an area of the target.

If we only take the positive area for blast impulse, the impulse can be obtained by

integrating air- blast loading during duration of the positive pressure phase (i.e. from

t = t,, to I = tn * r,, ). The decay coefficient can be expressed as

t8



p',u(o-t*nt-"')
)

d-= (2.13)

Some software, such as Blast Effect Computer Program (BEC, 2000) or ConWep

(1991), can be used to predict blast loading in a different environment based on both

the aforementioned equations and several experiments. These programs are usually

classified to be used in military only.
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Chapter III

Theoretical Background

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents theoretical background on the relevant theories used in the

formulation of the governing equations of motion of a plate subjected to blast load.

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method used in numerical integration is also shown in

section 3.4 and 3.5.

3.2 Thin Plate Theory - Small Displacement

Consider a rectangular element of thin plate of dimensions dx and dy having a

thickness of /z subjected to a transverse distributed load of p(x,y) as shown in

Figure 3.1. From the classical plate theory, the moment functions M's at the middle

surface of the plate can be written in terms of transverse displacement w as

/^t ¡2 \

M.=-DI{!*,+l. 
\. ô"' ôy' )
/^)^)\I d'w Ò-w IM,=-Dlv^r+^,I' \ ox- oy-)

M., = M,, = D(l-v) ôtY
ôxõy

D= !h' ,lLll-v')

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

where

20
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Herc D is the bending rigidiry

y is Poisson's ratio, and

E is the modulus of elasticitY.

The out-of-plane displacement of the middle surface

x anð y.

w is a function of coordinates

x + tlx, y)

(x+dx,y+dy) Q""
ôQ,,*-Ax

ôx
(x,y+dy) *"

M.,+ '
"ôy

ô^
Qr" +?L'tY'oy

Figure 3.L Aplate element with force resultants

We can write the equilibrium of the forces in z direction, and this equation can be

simplified as:

9+.++ p(x,y,t)=o
ôy Ôx

where Q's arc the transverse shear forces.

Similarly, the other two equations are

Qrt
ÁMv

Qrt (*,r)

ôM y 
-aMÐ, -o - =ooy ox

ôM., _ôMr, _o-=o
ox oy

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

into Eqns. (3.6) and (3.7) provides relations between

plx,y;I ) ôM,,
I M ru *- ^-t-.t

L. ôMyx,l

Substitution of Eqns. (3.1)-(3.3)
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shear forces and the transverse displacement. The resulting relation is then substituted

into Eqn. (3.5). With the application of d'Alembert principle, the equation of motion

of thin plate can be written as

where p is a mass density of the plate,

lr is a damping coefficient of the plate, and

V4 is a biharmonic (or bilaplacian) operator.

The aforementioned equation is a goveming equation of thin plate subjected to

transverse loading. The equation is valid only for small deflection.

3.3 Thin Plate Theory - Large Displacement

When the plate undergoes large deflection, in-plane normal forces have a significant

effect in the analysis. Consider a small element dxxdy thin plate having thickness

/r in Figure 3.2. The projection of the normal forces N 's and shear forces on the z

axis produces a fransverse load. This can be expressed as:

'(#. z#. #)* on þ * /'# = n (x, v,t)

DYo w + pt,#. /r# = p (x, y,t)

w t!*N t!*zN- ô''
'' ôx' ' ôy" ' ô*ù

(3 .8)

(3.e)

(3.10)
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Figure 3.2 Aplate element undergoes large deflection (source: Timoshenko and

Woinowsþ-Krieger, 1 959)

The governing equation, Eqn. (3.9), now becomes

DYaw+ rt,#. lr|= p(x,y,t)**,#**,#+2u,,ffi (3.11)

The normal forces and in plane shear forces can be written O, *"r, function F as

12n

N =ho I-r^¿ oy
¡2¡

N =lro 
r,

' ôxt

N * =-h{!
ôxôy

Upon substitution of Eqn. (3.12) into Eqn. (3.11), the von Kármán type geometric

nonlinear equation (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959) for the plate is obtained

AS

¡2 n / ¡2n
Dyaw+ r¡t! + t,!+t,fr!!*-Ï:*-+*): p(x,y,t) (3 r3)' ôt' ôt | 1xôy ôxôy Ù" õr' Ôx" Ø" ) - '

Eqn. (3.13) serves as an equation of motion of thin plate undergoes large deflection.

(3.12)
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3.4 Fourth-order Runge-Kutta Method - First-order Differential

Equation

As mentioned, the Runge-Kutta method will be used in this study in the numerical

integration to obtain the numerical response of the plate subjected to air-blast loading.

The Runge-Kutta method is a method of numerically integrating linear and nonlinear

ordinary differential equations by using a hial step at the midpoint of an interval to

cancel out lower-order error terms. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) is the

most popular method that is reasonably simple and robust and is a good general

candidate for numerical solution of differential equations when combined with an

intelligent adaptive step-size routine. The RK4 procedure for a first-order

differentiation can be summarized as follows:

Let an example problem be specif,red as

t=*= f (*,v), v(to)=n

Then the RK4 method for this problem is given by

!¡*t= !¡*f {r, +2k2+Zkr+ko)

where

k, = f (*,,y,)
( u 1.1kr=fIx,*a,y,+i-lc,I' " \.' 2"' 2')
( tt 1-\

k, -- f 
lr, 

* î ,r, *;0, 
)

ko = f (*, + Lt, y, + kr)

Thus, the next value /,*, is determined by the present value

the size of the interval À¿ and an estimated slope, as in Eqn.

(3.14)

(3. 15)

(3.1 6)

y, plus the product of

(3.15). The estimated
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slope is a weighted average of slopes: Æ, is the slope at the beginning of the interval;

fr, is the slope at the midpoint of the interval, using slope Ë, to determine the value

of y at the point t, * + using Euler's method; Æ, is the slope at the midpoint, but
2"

now using the slope Æ, to determine the y -value; and ko is the slope at the end of

the interval, with its y -value determined using /q . In averaging the four slopes,

gteater weight is given to the slopes at the midpoint:

t' +2kr+2kr+ ko
slope = U QJ7)

The RK4 method is a fourth-order method, meaning that the error per step is on the

order of (¡r)t , while the total accumulated error has order (lr)o '

With multi-variable, the RK4 algorithm looks similar to the aforementioned equations,

except that the variables become vectors. Greenspan (2006) provided the Kutta's

procedure for a second-order differential equation.

3.5 Fourth-order Runge-Kutta Method - Second-order Differential

Equation

The RK4 method can also be applied to a second-order differential equation. Consider

an initial value problem

!= f(x,y,y) (¡.tS)

Double-dot represents the second derivative with respect to time and over-dot is the

first derivative with respect to time. The initial conditions are given as

/(o)= /0, /(0)= vo (3.19)

Let Ât be a time interval. The problem can be converted into an equivalent system if
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the following new variables are introduced

Xt= !
xi =xr-i

Substitution of Eqn. (3.20) into Eqns. (3.18) and (3.19) yields

Xr' = f (x,y,Xr)

with initial conditions of

x, (o) : lo, xz(o): uo

The RK4's fotmulas are, therefore,

(3.20)

(3.2r)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

where

x, (r + t) = x,1;¡ + | (r, (i) + z K, (i) + zK,(;) + r, (;))

x, (t + t) = x, (t) + ! (u, (t) + z M, (t) + z M, (t) + u 
^ 
(i))

6

u, (¡)= (¡r) f (x (t), t (t), x 
" çi¡)

u, (t)= (o,) r 
[" 

( ù * +,, Ø. *, x, (i). lr, f4)

¡,t, (¡)= (o,) r 
[" 

( ) + !, t Q) * ry, *, (,). I r. Ø)

M 
^ 
(i)= (nr) / (" (i + i), y (;) + x, (t), x, (t) + u, (t))

¡(, (i)= (nr)x, (i)

K, (í)= (o,) 
[¿ ç¡ + ]u, 1l)

K, (¿) = ltt¡lx, ç¡. )u, Q¡)

x 
^ 

(¡) = (tt)lx, (t) + u, (i))

and

The above equations are simply two first-order differential equations, i.e. the second

equation of Eqn. (3.20) and Eqn. (3.21). More simplified expressions can be obtained



by substituting Eqn. (3.24) into (3.23) and (3.25). The simplified expressions are

explicitly written as

x, (i+r) = x,(¡)+(tt)x,Ø.fft*,Q)+ u,(r)+ u,(i)) (3 26)

and

x,(i+r) = x,çi¡,1@,(t)+zM,(i)+zM,(t)+ tø ^(i)) e.zi)

where

M,(i) = (tt) f (x(t), y(t),x,(t))

u, (¡)= ( 

^, 
) / ( " 

( ù * I, t Q) * 
4 x, (i), x, çt¡ + )u, çt¡)

M, (i)= ( 

^,) 
/ (" ( ) + f , :, (i) * î r, Q) + 4 u, Q), x, (i) * ! u, @) 

(3'2 8)

u^(¡)= (o,)f ("(i+r),y(i) + Ltx,(r)+!u,Q),x,(i)+ø, (;))

In this study, four second-orders goveming differential equations of motion were to

be integrated numerically using the RK4 method. The procedure will be the same as

presented in Eqns. (3.20)-(3.25).
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4.1

Chapter IV

Formulation and Solutions

Statement of Problem

In this chapter, the Friedlander blast model is modified to incorporate the difference in

the arrival time of the blast wave front and will first be presented. The statement of

the problem will then be described. The four-mode models for both small and large

displacements will be formulated.

Modified Blast Loading

In this study, we focus on the dynamic interactions between the blast wave front and

the plate's surface. As mentioned in Chapter 2, if the pressure wave front arrives

every point on the target almost exactly the same time, the loading on the targetmay

be considered to distribute uniformly over the surface. However, if the arrival time for

each point on this surface is different, the distribution of the loading on the target's

surface at the first arrival time will be as shown in Figure 4.1. The pressure-time

history of the blast loading, Eqn. (2.2), is now depending on the position on the plate

and can be expressed as

4.2

,-|,.Æt*t-r'I
Ic")

,,

t,
p(x,y,t)= p" 1-

28
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Figure 4.1 A shock wave front on a target's surface at the first arrival time

Figures 4.2 illustrates the integration of the pressure-time histories of the same blast

loading on a plate's surface having different radial distance-to-plate's dimension ratio

(nt(atz): where ¿ is the largestplate dimension) evaluated using Eqns. (2.2) and

(4.1)).

160

120

80

p(r) (tra)

40

Eqn-(2.2)

Eqn.(4. 1) for R/(a/2)=

-"- . Eqn.(4.1) forR/(a/2):l

-. -.- Eqn.(4.1) for R/(a/2)=5

Eqn.(a. I ) for R/ (a/2):2

Figure 4.2 Comparison of the pressure-time histories on a plate's surface with

different radial distance-to-plate's dimension R I (a /2) ratio

1 0.015 0.02 0.025 0,

f (msec)
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4.3 Statement of Froblem

Figure 4.3 shows a rectangular plate having a length of a, width of b , and a

thickness of h. The plate is fully clamped on all edges. This plate is subjected to air-

blast loading in the out-of-plane direction.

Figure 4.3 A thin plate subjecting to air-blast loading

LeT u, v, andw be the displacements of a point at the middle surface in the

x, y, and z directions, respectively. The clamped boundary conditions are given by

,=fu =O atx=0andx=a
ôx

*=ô! =g aty=g and,y=6
ôy

The stress boundary conditions require that the stress

following conditions:

alx=O andx = a

aty =g andy =þ

The compatibility condition is

function F satisfies the

(4.2)

(4.3)

ôF

--uôx

ôF_-0
ôy

yaF = ul( !v)' -qvqv)Y t - " 
llo*at,) ar' q,' 

)
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4.4 Four-mode Model Displacement Function - Equations of

Motion

Since the boundaries are secured, neither translation nor pivoting is allowed. The

displacement function can be chosen from the shape function that satisfies the

clamped boundary conditions. With this, the displacement function for clamped plate

can be expressed as:

w(x, y,t)= Ë Ë *,,,,,çt¡( 1-.or''o" ) (, - *rryt)
¿¡=r r=r "l a )\ b )

(4.s)

Here t4,,,,,,(r) will be time-dependent amplitude. Although the solution contains a

infinite number of terms or modes, only those first few modes are dominating modes.

In this study, four modes are chosen because the problem is slnnmetric with respect to

the centre of the plate. The solution, Eqn. (4.5), can be explicitly written as

w(x, y,t) = r,,Q)( t - ""r?-)(r -.orp) + r,o1t¡( t - ""r?-\(1 -.o. 
6Tlì' -'

I ar( b) ^"\ a)\ u)Ø'øl

+,., {r) 
[r 

- ""' ?)(, - *,7)+ 
'"., 1r¡ 

[r 
- ""' ?) ( t - *"T)

Substituting the above displacement function into the compatibility condition, Eqn.

(4.4), the explicit stress function for large displacement problem satisfying all edge

clamped boundary conditions is
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F = Ft cosçEzt ¡ "orç!!¡ + n,cos(!!) + Frcos(lI!¡ cos(p¡ +' a b - b' b

F o cos(@¡ co s1ff¡ + F, c o s(V!¡ co s1ff¡ + r o cosçlI!¡ +

q cosl@¡ cosç\) + r, cos(ff1 cosq!¡ + Fn cos{@¡ cosçY%¡ +

4 o "os(@ ¡ co s1ff7 + F,, cosçW¡ cosç\¡ + F,, cosl?I!¡ +

F,, cos(@¡ cosç!¡ + F,o cos(W¡ cosl!¡ + F,, cos(4¡ coslØ!¡ +
a

.Znx. .\ttv. .Znx. .4nv. 2rx. I2rv
.8io cos(-) cos(-) +.É,, cos(-) cos(;1) + Éj, cos(-) cos(-----:-) +

F, o c o s (?!!¡ c o sçff) + F,o c o s (@¡ c o s ç!¡ + F, c o s (@¡ c o s çØ!¡ +

F, cosçW) + F^ cosçV!!¡ + Fro coslW!) cosç!!¡ +

F* cos(W¡ cosçff) + Fro cos(W) + F, cosç?!¡ coUT, .

F,, cos(@¡ cosçff) + n,n cos(ff) + 4o cosqV!!¡ cosçVl¡ + Ø.7)

F, cos(@) + 4, "or{Øa) 
+ F, cosl@) + 4o .o.191{; "orçVf¡

where explicit {,, are given in Appendix A.

Substituting the stress function, Eqn. (4.7), and the displacement function, Eqn. (4.6),

into the equation of motion for a large displacement, Eqn. (3.13), and minimizing

error function using the Galerkin method, the following system of differential

equations of motion are obtained.
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wr, - Vrwrr3 - Vrwrrt wru - Vrwrrz wo, - Vowuowrrt - Vrwrrwro2 - Vowrrwur' -
Vrwrrw uu2 - Vrw rrw.uw u, - Vrwouwrrwru - Vrowouwrzw sz - Vr rwr, - Vrr*rut -
Vrrwro'wo, - Vrowuuwruz - Vrrwrowur2 - Vruwrowoo2 - V,wuuwurwru - Vrrwru -

3 tr 2 tt 2 t¡
Vrnwor.' - V row oowur' - V rrworwoo" - V rrwur. - Vrrwuo' - Vrowoo - Vrrúr, - Vro 4 = 0

'iitru - Vrrwrrt - Vrrwrr'wru - Vrnwrr'wu, - 4owuuwr.r' - Vrrwrrwtu' - Vrrwrrwutt -
2 tr

/ stwzzwea - y 34w2zwz6w6, - 4sweawrzwzø - Vruwuuwrrwu, - Vrrwr, - Vrrwru' -
Vrow rut w o, - V oow uuwruz - V 

o rwruwur2 - V orwruw ouz - V orw uuw urw ru - V oow ru -
Voraort -Voowouwur2 -Vorwurwou2 -Vorwu, -Voowoot -Vrowoo -/rrù* -VrrP, = 0

wu, - Vrrwrrt - Vrowrr' wru - Vrrwrrz wu, - Vruwuuwrr' - Vrr-rrarut - Vrrwrrwur' -
V rrw rrw ouz - V urw rrw ruw u, - V 

u rw uuw rzw zø - V urw uow rrw u, - V orw rr. - V 
u o* r.ut -

V orw ru' w u, - V uow uuw ru' - V u., w ruw ur2 - V urw ruw uu2 - V unw ouw urw ru - V, o w ru -
Vrr-urt -Vrrwuuwurz -Vrrworwou' -Vrowoz -Vrr*out -Vrowuu -Vrrùu, -VrrP, = 0

wuu - Vrrwr.t - Vrowrrt wru - Vrrwrr2 wu, - Vrrwouwrr' - Vrrwrrwru' - Vrowrrwur' -
Vrrwrrwuuz - Vruwrrwruwu, - Vrrwuuwrzwze - Vrrw*wrrwo, - Vrnwr, - Vno*rut -
Vnrwru2wu, -Vrrwuuwroz -Vrrwruwur2 -Voowruwuu' -Vnrwouwurwru -Vnuwru - (4.8)

Vrr*urt -Vorwoowur' -Vrrwurwuo' -Vroowo, -Vroraoot -Vrorwou -Vrorùoo -VrooPo = 0

where explicit V,, and P,,, are given in Appendices B and C, respectively.

Similarly for the small displacement problem, the set of equations of motion can be

obtained by substituting the displacement function, Eqn. (4.6), into the equation of

motion, Eqn. (3.9), and applying the Galerkin method into the resulting equations.

The process yields the following equations of motion for thin plate with small

displacement:

wr, - Jrwr, - Jrwru - Jrwo, - Jowuu + Jsw22 - JuP, = 0

wru - J rwr, - J rwru - J nwu, - J rowoø + J I tw26 - J rrP'^ = 0

'ätur- Jrrwr, - Jrowru - Jrrwur-Jruwuu+ Jnw6z-J,rP, = 0 
(4'9)

wuu - Jrnwr, - Jrowru - Jrrwu, - Jrr.wuu + Jnw66 - JroPo = 0

where explicit -I,, are given inAppendix D.

Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9), after integrating over the plate surface area, are the set of

ordinary differential equations which can be used to solve the thin plate subjected to

JJ



air-blast loading. Note that, for large displacement, the differential equations are

nonlinear while, the differential equations are linear for small displacement. The RK4

method is used to solve the governing equations in this study. The approximation

integration of an air-blast loading is obtained by using the Gaussian quadrature. This

is done by dividing the plate into numbers of grid element. Five gauss point double

integration is used. The resulting load is then averaged over the plate's area for each

time step of integration in the RK4.
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5.1

Chapter V

Numerical Results and Discussion

Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the equations of motion were solved numerically using

RK4. The time step of integration Al was chosen to be 0.01 m-sec unless otherwise

stated. Computer programs were written in FORTRAN language to perform the

analyses of the four-mode model presented in the previous chapter. The program code

is listed in Appendix E. This chapter presents the numerical results of the analyses.

The results were first compared with the existing experimental and finite element

results to validate the proposed solutions. The effects that the plate aspect ratio, the

plate size, and the charge location had on the response of the plate were investigated.

5.2 The Modified Friedlander Model

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the dynamic interactions of the blast wave front with the

plate's surface are described by the difference in the arival time of the wave front at

the plate's surface. This modified Friedlander model is expressed as in Eqn. (4.1) and

is depicted in Figure 4.3.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the variation of the percentage difference of the peak

pressure averaged over the plate's surface area and the variation of the percentage

difference of the maximum impulse with the Friedlander model when theÅ /(atz)
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changes. It can be seen that for a small values of n I (a lz), an increase in the R /(a /z)

decreases the average peak pressure while for a large value of Rl(alz), an increase

value of nl(a/z) does not signif,rcantly decrease the average peakpressure. The peak

pressure is approximating constant when nl(a/Z) is lager than 20. The percentage

difference of the maximum impulse varies within only 2o/o when the Rr(ar2)

changes. Therefore, the change in the nl(alz) does not have much effect on the

maximum impulse.

60

50

40

Diff.% 30

20

10

0

30
Rlþt2)

Figure 5.1 The variation ofthe percentage difference ofthe peak pressure averaged

over the plate's surface area when the R I (a tz) changes
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Figure 5.2 The variation of the percentage difference of the impulse when the n I (a tz)

changes

5.3 Validation

Several experimental tests on clamped square thin steel plates subjected to air-blast

loading were conducted by Houlston and slater (1987). Only two test results, namely

test 1 and test 2, were chosen for a comparison purpose here. This is due to the fact

that either there were no pressure-time histories given in other tests or the response of

the experiments showed plastic deformation which is not in the scope of this thesis.

The geometric and material properties of the square plate are given as (Houlston and

Slater, 1987):

Plate width and length: a : 508 mm;

Plate thickness: /z :3.4 mm;

Poisson ratio: v :0.3;

5040302010
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Young's modulus: E :207 GPa;

Mass density: p :7770 kg/m3.

The damping ratio and natural frequencies were not given in their paper. In this study,

it was assumed that:

Damping ratro: ( :2.2%;

Natural frequency: a¡ : 35.99 rad /s.

As mentioned in the scope, the temperature effects were ignored in this study. As a

consequence, all material properties of the steel plate were assumed to remain

constant in the analyses.

The experimental results of test 1 and test 2 from Houlston et al. (1985) and Houlston

and Desrochers (1987) are summarized in Table 5.1. The pressure-time histories of

test 1 and test 2 are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The Friedlander model

was used to simulate the pressure-time histories in the four-mode model. Since the

maximum displacement in test 1 was only 1o/o of the plate width, small displacement

analysis, Eqn. (4.9), was used for test i. The maximum displacement in test 2 was 2o/o

of the plate width and the peak overpressure was three times the peak overpressure

recorded in test 1, large displacement analysis, Eqn. (4.8), was used for test 2. At-rest

initial conditions (i.e. zero displacement and velocity at the arrival time of the blast

wave) were used in the analyses of both cases.
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Table 5.1 Summary of experimental results from Houlston et al. (1985) and Houlston
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Figure 5.3 The pressure-time history for test 1 (Houlston et a1., 1985)

and Desrochers (1987)

Test Overpressure (kPa) Pulse duration (ms) Maximal displacement (mm)

1 55 2.0 5.42

2 t72 2.0 11.47
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Calculated pressure

r(r) (rca)

I (msec)

Figure 5.4 The pressure-time history for test 2 (Houlston and Desrochers, 1987)

Figure 5.5 illustrates a comparison of a displacement time-history of the point at the

centre of the plate for test 1. ADINAresults were taken from Houlston et al.'s paper.

In Houlston et al.'s, Newmark's time integration method and linear elastic analysis

were employed. As seen in the figure, the present model provided an extremely

accurate prediction of the plate's response especially in the forced vibration zone,

compared to the experimental results. There are, however, some discrepancies in the

maximum responses in the free-vibration zone between those obtained from the

present model and the experimental results, such as at approximately 8 msec. The

predicted values from the present model and from ADINA are similar in the

free-vibration zone.

-50
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Experimental measurement (Houslton et al., 1985)
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Figure 5.5 A displacement time-history of a centre point of the plate for test I

Figure 5.6 shows a displacement time-history at the cenhe point for test 2. Houlston

and Desrochers (1987) employed nonlinear f,rnite-element analysis in ADINA together

with Newmark's method in their numerical analysis. The present model's prediction

of the displacement time-history agrees very well with the results obtained

experimentally, and with the prediction provided by ADINA. In fact, the four-mode

model predicted the maximum displacements to be closer to the experimental values

than ADINA. Also notable in Figure 5.3 is that both ADINA and the four-mode model

provide a trend of over-prediction of the displacement in the free-vibration zone. This

may be due to the fact that both analyses did not consider the temperature effects. As

mentioned in Section 1.2, temperature rise from blast affects the response of metal

shuctures since the temperature rise alters material properties.
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Experimental measurement (Houslton and Desrochers, 1 987)
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Figure 5.6 A displacement time-history at cenfre for test 2

So far, the loading considered was assumed to be uniformly distributed over the

plate's surface. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 presentcomparisons of the responses fortest I and

test 2 obtained using a uniformly distributed pressure Friedlander dishibution, defined

by Eqn. (2.2), and the modified Friedlander distribution, defined by Eqn. (4.1),

respectively. The radial distance-to-plate's dimension ratios for the problems are 12.0

and 9.6, and the scaled distances Z are 6.31 and 3.32 for test I and test 2,

respectively. At f,rrst glance, the responses from both models were almost identical.

Nonetheless, detailed investigation (see Table 5.2) indicates that the use of the

modified Friedlander model in pressure distribution provided a little better prediction

of the plate's response than the Friedlander model for both tests.

-10
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Experimental measurement
(Houslton et a1., 1985)
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Results using Eqn. (2.2)
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tr'igure 5.7 A comparison of the displacement time-histories obtained from the

Friedlander model and the modified Friedlander model for test 1

l (msec)

Figure 5.8 A comparison of the displacement time-histories obtained from the

Friedlander model and the modified Friedlander model for test 2

Experimental measurem
(Houslton and Desrochers

Results usins. Eon. (2.2

Results using Eqn. (4.1)



Results from the Friedlander

Model

Results from the modified

Friedlander Model

Negative peak Positive peak Negative peak Positive peak

Test I

Present

Model
-3.85 5.40 -3.89 5.45

Experimental

Measurement

-4.0 5.42 -4.00 5.42

Diff. (%) 3.83 0.37 2.69 0.47

Test 2

Present

Model
-8.39 10.32 -8.45 10.36

Experimental

Measurement
-8.s9 tt.47 -8.59 11.47

Diff . (%) 2.43 10.67 t.64 9.71

Table 5.2 A comparison of peak displacements using the Friedlander and the modified

Friedlander models

5.3 Numerical Examples

To demonstrate the applicability of the model and to further investigate the effects of

some parameters on the response of plates subjected to blast load, numerical examples

are presented in this section. The hrst example investigates the effects of a plate's

aspect ratio on the response of the plate to a blast load. The second example is to

investigate what effect of the plate's area has on the response of the plate to a blast
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loading. The third example considers the

response of the plate to a blast load. The

radial distance-to-plate's dimension has

effect that the charge location has on the

last example considers the effect that the

on the response of the plate for peak

displacement and acceleration. In all examples, the thickness of the plate was assumed

to be 3.4 mm and the material properties are the same as those in the previous section.

5.3.1 Pløte's Aspect Røtio

In this example, a thin plate of varying aspect ratio A=alb, where a is the length

and b is the width, was considered. The plate has a surface area of 258064 mmz.

Both linear and nonlinear analysis was conducted. For linear analysis, an air-blast

having the same peak overpressure as test I in the previous section was used in the

modified Friedlander distribution. For nonlinear analysis, the air-blast was assumed to

have the same peak overpressure as test 2 inthe previous section. Figure 5.9 illustrate

the effect that the plate's aspect ratio, varying from 0.1 to 1.0 with an increment of 0.1,

has on the maximum displacement of the plate for both linear and nonlinear analyses.

It can be seen that an increase in the plate's aspect ratio increases the maximum

displacement of the plate. The increase in the maximum displacement decreases when

the plate's aspect ratio is close to unity. This relationship implies that a square plate is

the weakest configuration in sustaining the air-blast loading.
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Figure 5.9 The effect of the plate's aspect ratio on the maximum deflection of the

plate

5.3.2 Pløte's Areø

The effects of the plate area on the maximum displacement of the plate subjected to

air-blast loading were examined. The plate thickness and material properties were

chosen to be the same as those used in Section 5.2. The plate's aspect ratio was

selected to be unity from the results of the previous example. The peak overpressure

in the linear analysis was the same as that in the previous example. For nonlinear

analysis, however, the peak overpressure was chosen to be less than that used in the

previous example. This was to avoid plastic deformation that might occur in the plate,

in order to remain within the scope of the present study. The new loading parameters

were introduced as follows:

Machnumber: M :1.279;

Local speed of sound: c, : 340.29 m/sec;
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The peakreflected overpressura, po : 150 kPa;

Positive phase duration: t,, :2 ms;

Decaycoefficient: d : i.0;

Stand-off or radial distance: A : 1 m.

0.00

Linear analysis

a

0.01

0.04 0.64 0.94 1.24 1.54

o' (m*t)

Figure 5.10 The effects of plate area on the flexibility of the plate

Figure 5.10 illustrates the effects of the plate area on the flexibility of the plate

(demonstrated by the slope of the chord connecting the edge of the plate and the point

at the centre of the plate) in both the linear and nonlinear analysis. First, an increase in

the plate area increases the flexibility of the plate. When the dimension of the plate is

approximately 900 x 900 mm2, the plate's flexibility starts to drop. Further increases

in the plate area proved to decrease the flexibility of the plate. Similar to the case of

linear analysis, an increase in the plate area increases the flexibility of the plate until

the plate dimension reaches 1000 x 1000 mm2. Further increase in the area decreases

the flexibility of the plate.

0.34
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5.3.3 Locøtion of the Chørge

The effect the charge location has on the maximum displacement of the plate

subjected to air-blast loading was investigated. The plate was assumed to be square

with an effective dimension of 1000 mm x 1000 mm. The choice was made from

previous two examples, seeing that the plate was found to produce the largest

maximum displacement when the aspect ratio of the plate was unity and the

dimensions were 1000 mm x 1000 mm. Only nonlinear analysis was considered in

this example. The projections of the charge locations on the plate were chosen to be

on the edge OA and on the diagonalline OC as shown in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.12

shows displacement profile of the plate at time t = 9.62 msec when the projection of

the charge location is at point 5 on the OAline. Figure 5.13 shows the plots of the

displacement at the plate centre and the projections of the charge locations on the

plate. When the charge is above the midlength of the edge or the midlength of the

diagonal line, the displacement at the centre of the plate is the largest. The

displacement at the centre is the largest when the charge is directly above the centre of

the plate. The difference in the values of the displacement at the centre of the plate for

the different locations of the charge is very small, only 0.04%o. Since the effects of the

location of the charge are very small, linear analysis was not included here.
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Figure 5.LL Projections of charge location on the plate

Figure 5.12 Displacement profile of the plate at time t =9.62 msec when the charge is at

point 5 on the OAline
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Figure 5.13 Displacement at the plate centre and the charge projections on the plate

5.3.4 RødiølDistance-to-Pløte'sDimension

In this example, we compare results obtained using the modified Friedlander model,

Eqn. (4.1), with results obtained using the Friedlander model, Eqn. (2.2), to investigate

the effect of radial distance-to-plate's dimension on the peak displacement and

acceleration. The blast loading used here is the same as mentioned before in section

4.2. Only nonlinear analysis was considered in this example. Figure 5.14 shows the

variation of the percentage difference of the peak displacement when the nl(alz)

changes. An increase in the value of nl(alz) reduces the percentage difference.

However, most of values are smaller than 3%o. Therefore, we do not have to consider

the effect the dynamic interactions of the blast wave front with the plate surface

expect when rì / (a / z) is smaller than 3.

23.342

23.340

23.338

23.336

23.334

23.332

23.330
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Figure 5.L4 The effect of radial distance-to-plate's dimension on the peak

displacement
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Figure 5.L5 The effect of radial distance-to-plate's dimension on the peak

acceleration
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Figure 5.15 shows the variation of the percentage difference of the peak acceleration

when the nl(alz) changes. An increases in the value of Rl(alz) reduces the

percentage difference and the percentage difference is 4.53o/o when R/(a/2) equal 10.

Thus we have to use the modified Friedlander model to calculate the acceleration

when the n/(alz) ratio is smaller or equal to 10.

From the Figure 5.1, 5.2,5.13, and 5.14, it can be seen that the maximum

displacement depends on the maximum impulse and the maximum acceleration

depends on the peak pressure.
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6.1

Chapter VI

Conclusion and Recommendation

Conclusion

The linear and nonlinear analysis of a fully clamped large thin plate subjected to

air-blast loading was presented. The blast load was assumed to be distributed over the

surface area of the plate. The linear equation of motion was based on the classical thin

plate theory and the nonlinear equations of motion were based on the von Kármán

geometric nonlinear theory. The four-mode solution was assumed. The governing

equations of motion were formulated using the Galerkin technique and solved

numerically by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. In the modeling of an air-blast

overpressure on a plate surface, the Friedlander distribution was used. The Friedlander

model was also modified to incorporate the dynamic interactions between the blast

wave front and the plate's surface. The integration of the loading from the modified

Friedlander model over the area was carried out using the Gaussian quadrature. The

numerical results from the use of the present four-mode model, together with the

modified Friedlander and the Friedlander models were validated with the existing

experimental results.

From the study, the following conclusion can be made:

r The modified Friedlander can be used to provide a good approximation of the

air-blast distribution on the plate.
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a The peak pressure calculated from the modified Friedlander model depends on

the Rt(a/z).

. The maximum impulse calculated from the modified Friedlander model is not

signif,rcantly effected by the n t (a t z) .

o When only the displacement response is required, the Friedlander model may

be used. However, if the acceleration response is of interest, the modified

Friedlander model should be used.

r The nonlinear analysis provides avery good prediction ofthe plate subjected

to air-blast load especially in the forced vibration zone.

¡ The linear analysis provides a good prediction of the plate subjected to

air-blast load íf the peak overpressure is low.

. For a rectangular plate, a square plate is the weakest configuration when

subjected to air-blast load.

o An increase in the plate's area for a square plate increases the flexibility of

the plate. However, the effect is reverse when the width of the plate is greater

than 1 m for the loading considered.

o The effect of the charge location has on the response of the square plate

subjected to air-blast loading is insignificant, provided that the projection of

the charge location is on the plate's area.
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6.2 Recommendation

This study was limited only on a low to medium magnitude air-blast. The effect of the

temperature was not included. Only elastic response was considered in this study. It is,

therefore, recommended that the following study should be considered:

o The plastic-elastic response should be incorporated in order that the model can

be extended to study large magnitude air-blasts.

r The effect that a sudden temperature change has on the material properties of

the plate and the response of the plate subjected to air-blast loading should be

thoroughly investigated and inco¡porated in the analysis.
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APPENDIX A

FUNCTION F,,

F,,, in Eqn. (a.7) is explicitly expressed as:
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APPENDIX B

FUNCTIOI\ V,,,

Vu, in Eqn. (a.8) is explicitly expressed as:
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+1063 a,la + 8 B rla + 524886,Aa + 223 56y,74 + 7200 a14 ),

,,, = -hlBElT  (-z52aoAa +576a,1a -l44ayo +r02a +72a,).a -25206,A4

-3960y,A4 -369),
1

V,, =;çÇ38/ro (1063prL4 +lZO\aAa -tt2ø14 +tT46a,Aa +garÀa -243),4 -96

+13 608y rLa + 52488y,1a + 52488 6, 14 + 223 5 66,74 ),

548ft4(36d,10 -5Ao -3069y,1a -144ú,a -36a
a4n -30606,14 -72d,14 -36)V,.

25ba p

V,,

V,, =- ^)^ 27E7r4(-IlgBBy,La +B7arÀa +BTBrla -llggglzla +2g-I]ggg6tl4" 25bn p

-384a14 -l7988yrla +281a +lTBrla +l\arT{),

_ 72xo H2 E(15 +u.')
25p(-l+ u)(u +l)ba '

_ 6 E /r4 (89114 - 216 B2A4 + 5 + gt8õ¿4 + 432 p4,14 )

25ba p '

I

= - - :, 1 887T4 e369)"0 -l44al4 +10 - 39606¿4 +576BTLa -252p4,14
25b^ p

+728,74 -2520y"A4),

,r,=- 
,ruþ@e36p4A4 

+36p,Aa -3069y,ra -r44a).a -36uora _ 3060õ214

-72d,2X4 -36)'

Í/ 72ro H2812(151"'z +2)
'zz--@,

_ _324Utro(-76a14 +2a,,A4 +5+5A4 +2þ,14)

Vro =

25ba p
86414 H2 EA2

25p(-l+u)(u +l)ba'
p

Hp'
4

25H p'

_ E ft4 (-68 P¿4 + I tzdl4 + I 6d.L4 - 66 - ztT4 )
25bap )

_En4(l92aA4 +851a,,L4 +1440artr4 +972yrL4 -76þ,14 +lïl4 +3BBBarl4 +891)
Z5ba p

v,n

vro

v^^

V,,

vru

V,=

vr, =
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,r, = -:::' et2g6 pzA4 - 467 B&4 - 3246t;to - 4t + 62a,)"a +136ata + 63ta25b'p'

-280ø24),

,* = - 
#g 

E 7T4 ?5 6 p314 - zt 6 y, Aa + gt + 43 a,.2.a + 432a rt - I 42 p la + r 44a'La

+36A4 -726¿4 +r}gy,Aa -21662A4 -2ggp'1\,

nr,=-:::^ Çtol3a,la +5832ar.La -297 +48).4 -t45by,2a -4þ,lo +64a2a
Z5b" p'

-Il20arL4),

v _ _3Ero (-6314 -25gzpr14 -g+zz6g6t24 _ 690Ã14 -607 p¿"4 +4a,la +l76al4)
"t--

vr, = ;); 1 B E 7T4 (l 3 s d,Aa + 7 0g p 
314 - I 5 126 z,L4 - 612y, Àa - 6126 t|o - zt 6 a, Aa

25b. p

-I5l2y,.La - t6 + l35prl4 +I\gayLa +I44prLa -3624),

vro = - :); z E ft 4 

0 Bg + z52a rla - 7 5 | p 
tA4 + ú 49 6y'La - g7 4gy, La - 446 ar;a

25b. p
+l 52a,La + 2g I 66,7a - g7 4g 6,.L4 - 27 6 A4 + 52 p324 )'

frrr=| 
^ 

368î14(-324yrlo -17 pt^4 +7 +4Aa -32461,L4 +7566,24 +94a,la
25b. p

+ll6ør2a - gl\yrLa - 432u,la - 4 þrln ),

4, = - 
#27 

E 7T4 e3 84 þ rAo + 7 ta,,La - 7 7 Bt.L4 - 468y rra + 4446,1a + 24 la

+28 + l2a,Lo - 148 Brlo + 97 2y/,a + g7zõ 
zl4 ),

.r., 8EH27T4(ü"2 +5)
't-------.---]---.-j--)t 

75 p(-l+ u)(u +l)ba '

t/ _ _38714 (35^4 + 25g2drAa +2673 -ll96y/,a +I296aol4)

"r-- ,

vrn =;];28t4 ç524BBy,La +960a2a -1063a,.La +34992õr[o - 524gg6,)"0
25b'p

+437 4y,Aa - 8 þrAo - 1246 p ¿4 + 243 + I lZa.ha + 2t 6.L4 ),
1

roo =fu9Ero çtzsTy,Aa +7o.La -1170+g640õrA4 -432arAa +2ggala

-756aoLa +216ar14),

,r, = - 
h3 

E 7T4 eß214 - r44 - 68 ø14 + 17 57 B,A4 + 7 87 326 rla + 204r2y rAa

+2000 a,La + 12 a rla + I 87 9 a,.1a + 7 87 3Zy rLa + 2624 4 õ 14 ),

Vo, = J ^ 27 E7t4 (-3510 -l0g -100g06214 + 4ga[a -Ilgao)"a +llga,la
25b* p

-57 6a, la - 10107 y,.L4 ),



Vo, =

Vo, =

Vso =

V,,

V,,

fo, = - ) o I\E /r4 (-87 a,A4 +119886¿4 + 2BtBSyr).a + l44a.La - ZB -72a,La
25b" p

+28188õ,74 +12A4 +fi9ï8yrlo -87 B,lo -IZÆ.L ),

.Í., _4trzH'Eç5La +54)"2 +405)
'ae-@,

r., _28ft0 (-37266&4 -56714 +2592p,À4 -324p414 10)
,r, p

v 5487t4 (-288þr2o +7260y,Aa -tg^4 -5 + 1 575614 +368/"a -36p14 +72a14)
,r, p

r/ 368774(72P,Aa +l44ala +3060yr.2.a +3069õ14 -144A4 +5-126p,1o +368/"4)
t-p

96ro H2 812

25p(-l+u)(u +I)bo'

_l6zqn4 (8a,14 -6d.114 -3514 -t6p¿4 -15)
25ba p

216n4 Hz E)"2 (5)"2 + 6)

25p(-1+u)(u+7)ba 
)

__ p
Hp'
4

25H p'

r., Enoç-66A0 -zI-68a,24 +l6aLa +lIz1tL4)

"t-- 
,

v 28ft4ç4na +63+ 62pt14 +I36aAa -3z4y,la -467ørla -l296ar),a -2\0ar),4)
,r, p

rl E7T4 Q888PrAa +8518,Ão -76a,lo +l9\ala +1440BrLa +8911a +972õ,14 +18)

,r, p

,rr=#gEn4(-r44þrlo +2t6y La +t42a,Aa-36-1084 Aa +216õ,20 -43zB,lo

+72y,14 -43BtA4 +288ar2a -8114 +56ø114),

r., 3En4ç-8A4 -63+4B,Aa +l76aAa +2268y,Àa -607a,10 -259\arla -6\0arl4)
,r" p

f, 28ft4(5832þrLo -1073pt14 +64aTa -l45g6tl4 -4a,la +4g-1120Ã74 -291,2,4)
tr" p

vrn =:);ß8ft4 e36 +tI8B,La +135 p,.La _l5tzõ ¿4 - 6tz6,1o -t|tzy,Aa -rc14
25b. p

+13 5 a,la - 21. 6 P 210 + l}Sa rla + I 44 a rAa - 6I2y r14 ),
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1

V* = -1sUÇ2884 e2t6+t89i"a +l52aAa -446P¿4 +S\arAa -751a,14

+252 BrIa + 17 49 6 6,A4 + 29 7 6 y,1a - 87 48y, la - 87 486, t ),
1

v¡t =:j ^ 27 En4(77a,14 -972y,Ào -9726,A0 -24+4686,14 -lzÃ)"4"' 25b. p

-444y,A4 -77P¿4 +384a,1a -28A4 +748ø114),

vu, = - ^ )- 3 6 E /T4 (-7 Ao - | 1, 6 B,Lo - 7 56y rAa + 17 arla - 4 + 9 186 rl4or 
25b^ p

+324õr2a +432prla +324y,14 -94PtA4 +4arAa),

r/ _ BroH'E)"tç6+sÀ2)
'o' - -ilÁ-t+ 

u)(u +tV '

r, _28714e567 -324aoLa +2592arla -10A4 -3726y,14)
,-p

1

Vo, = -fu3EÍ'(-t62-14414 +2000a14 +1879p,74 -68ar2a +1757a,14

+12 p 
r,2"a + 7 87 326, 24 + 26244y,A0 + 7 87 32y rLa + 20412 6 214 ),

,rr=-ffi(-18+ 36aora +72ú.a +1260õ,14 -36arÂ,a - zukar.2.a +r575yrAa -5).0),

1

v- =--i . 2E/r4 el6+24314 +960ala -1063ptL4 -BørAa -lz46a,lao/ 
25bo p

+7 12 Brla + 437 4 6, A4 - 52488y,70 * 349g2y rla - 52488õ 2,L4 ),

Vu =- ^)-36E/t4(-I26a,La +744alo -I44+306oõz,L4 +3069y,La +36c,otraoð 
z5b" p

+7\arla +514),

1

v* = -ùlïEnTo (-72þrlo +1t988y ,74 -28^4 -l2arla -87 a,la +28788yrAa

+281 88ô,24 +12 -81 ll,lo + 1 1988á124 +l44aA4),

r/ 96ro H2 ET'
rto - 2trçllu¡Ç*jY'
f, _ 387T40296p414 +25928114 +267314 -1296õ,14 +35)

t-p
1

V,.,, = =)- 
g E 7T4 ç7 56 þ olo 1 107 14 - 432 P, 14 + 13 50 6r1a + 8640y, la + 7 0'' 25b',p

+2168,14 +288a14),

I
v- = --l . 27 EE4 Oo8 Bt14 - s7 6 Bzlo + 4Ba).0 - 35 - 10080 y r10 -ro9 pnlo'' 25bo p

-rog14 -70t076,A4),
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vro
47To H2 E(54)"2 + 405 24 + 5)

25 p(-l + u)(u +l)ba '

l62E /r4 ç6 pt^4 - 35 -l6u,la + Baïua -r51")V,,

V,,

V,,

vro:

Vrg =

Vso =

Z5ba p
2167T4 H2E(5 + ü"2)
25p(-I+u)(u +1)b4'

_p
Hp'
4

25H p'
-28n4(7 -32aLo +46a,74 +46þ,A4 +714)

25ba p '

_3Er4(-4Ã4 -96a74 +1296arA4 +324y,14 -63+2gþrL4 +2g0a,L4 +3j7a,Ã4)
Z5ba p )

4'

4,

4o

V,,

25ba p

=-J^ t78ft4(1086210 -lg+t44arVa +366,1a +6IB14 +2gr-r[a +36y,Aa,
25b. p

+6la,7a +l\8yrla +l44B,La -18^4 +ZB&14),

,, __2814(-3214 +5022y,14 +Z592arLa +6g0ar1a +607a,Aa -l76a|a -4p,la +63)

"r=-

Z5ba p

= --lt 0BEr4(lzarl4 -l6gy,2a +15B,la -4lo +12Ã^4 -24arAo -24p,.L425b'p

+l\a,tra -16862.14 - 1 6gy,la - 4 - l6g6t14 ),

= - =)- 
u no ç648 + I 87 3 B,la + 26244y rla + 26244 6, 14 - g7  By,Ao + 64g ).a25b'p t '¿ -

-l 56 arAa - | 5 6 ø14 - g7 4g6 ¿4 + tg7 3 a,Ia - I 53 6 a14 ),

rru = - -J- I B E / (2268õ r.La + r 4garla + 7 7 a r.La + I 44r- rla - 24 - 7 r p tl4 + rz Aa"' 25b" p

-972yr.Lo - 972614 + 36y,Aa -t2 Ã14 ),

4, = 
=+rgEn4 

(9726,A4 -r4gp3ro -rz+71ø,),a -226gy,la -77 Bt24 +972y,Aa
25b',p

466¿4 +72arla -144p214 +24),0),

32no H2 812

vru

4,

3En4 (-6314 -96a1a +3246,.1a +Zg0BrAa +Zga,la -4+1296Brl4 +377 8,,L4)

zUno(4a,,A4 -2592pr14 -607þ,20 -631a +ll6ala -5022õ14 +32-6g0p,l4)

75p(-I+ u)(u +l)bo '
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v _ _Eîo (-972o,t_]70] ]0A4 +9072y,A4 +1296a,14)

vs t = :+ z E 7T4 (-r 62 - 524gg 6 z|a + 7 g7 32y,,Lo - rz40 a^a + 17 57 a,Aa + r g7 9 p,Aa'' 25b'p

424,L4 + 12 p rla - 6ga rlo + 7 g7 326 /"0 - 3207 6y,Ao ¡,
I

v* =-j. 278714(384drtr0 -l\8aoLa +r}ga,.La +2715y,,La +54+351a +43206r2a
25b" p

+744a14),

4, = : ^ 
zEtr4 ?IZ \a)"a + 7g732õ2.L4 + 7g732yrlo +l2ar|a +17 57 prf4 + ftgprla25b. p

-3207 6 6 14 - 524g8 y rÃo - 324 + 1 g7 g a rAa 
_ I 62,14 ),

1

V* = - 
TsU, pIB 

E 7T4 (37 gd,,l4 - I }ga ola + 64guTa - I 00 goq1 a + 432 _ 3 5 A4

-10107 y,,14 - 57 6ar24),

1

v", = - --r . - 36 E 7T4 (29 ptTo - 9396y,A4 - 9396 6, A4 _ 9396 6 tAa + 4 pr.La +  ar.ra
25b. p

+29a,,L4 +432ala -410 -g3g6yzl4 -4),

r/ Bno HtEl'ç5A2 +54)
'oo--@'

v _ _8714 (-t7oll4 +go726,la +Izg6p ,24 -g72p414 -70)

v* = - :+ 27 E ft 4 

6 4 lo - r0g B o|o + 4320 y,La + 3 5 + 3g4 p 2,L4 + I 44a la
25b" p

+108p,24 +2715õ¿4),

yon = -;);ß8ft4 (37g1tlo -10107 õt.L4 -35 - 576p2,L4 + 432Ãa -trlr;ghyrla25b. p

-108p414 +648a).4),

L, 8EH'zn4 ç5412 + 5)
fuu :----. ,-- -.ruu 

7 5 p(-1+ u)(u +l)ba '

v __2438714(3514 +35+16p,Aa +l6a,tra +3ZaA4)
rlol-- 

,

r/ _324EH2no 15 + 6),' + 5,2"4)

'toz-@,

f, p
'ro3 Hp'

4
f/
'rcn - l5fio'

where
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"btL=-;

11111t'=Of 
+l).'d,= (tr, *4),'dt= ( rlgf ,u,=TAt 

+16),,do =arã;¡y,

Þ, = ffi , Þz = ffi , Þ, = ffi , Þo = *|t,y,
1l

/ | 
79 + 422)2 ' ' ' (9 )"2 +16)2 '

-1^1^ -_ À -_- I 
19)"t + 4)2'"2 (9 +16).2)2'
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P,,, in Eqns.

APPENDIX C

FUNCTION P,,,

(4.8) and (a.9) is explicitly expressed as:

e, = s fin (x, y, ùf*(, - *'T)(, - *"7)o^

-6ll pþ,y,,)l.lt - ".r?-)(r- "o"9tl)al;- - \ a )\ D )

-e lln (*, t,')l ,. (t - """ry)(t - *,!)oo

++ lln (,, t,t)] " (t - ""'?X t - *"ff)oo

e, = -e ll n (*, y, ù1"(, - *"7)(, - *'T), ̂
+s ll p (*, t,,)l . lt - r"r?-)( t - ror6',Y)a.t

;- - \ a )\ D )

++ ll p (x, y,,)l . lr - ."rlalf r - "or2',Y)ae;- -\ a)\ o)

-a llr (*, t,')l ,. (t -.".?)(, - *'ff)on

r, = -e ll t (*, v, ù)"(t - *"+)(, - *"T), ̂

++ llr (*, t,')l ,. (t - """T)(t - *,ff)oo

+s llr (*, t,')l " (t - ""'?X, - *"!)oo

-a lln (*, t,'ll ,. (t - ""' ?) ( t - *,ff)ou

r^ = + [ln (*, y,,)] * (, - *'T)(, - *'T)r^

-e lln (*, t,')l . (t -,"'+)(, - *,ff)on

-ø [p (*, t,,)l. 
[t 

- ."'?)(, - *,ff)on

+o lln (*, t,')l " (t - ."'#) ( t - ^"ff)on
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J,,, in

Jr=

Jr=

APPENDIX D

FUNCTION J^

Eqn. (a.9) is explicitly expressed as:

(24/ro H3 Ea2b2 + z07To H3 Eoo + 20no Ht Ebo )

25pHa4b4 (u'-1) '

(-r447T4 H3 Ea2b2 -r08on4 H3 Ea4)

25pHa4bo(D'-1) '

(-1080 7r4 H3 EbA - 1447T4 H3 Ea2 b2)

25pHa4b4 (ut -l) 
) Jo=

r-P r- +
rs--jl-, ra-7)l---jl-

4

Hp 25baH p'
(40rn H3 Ean + 4gno H3 Ea2b2¡

Jr=-

J3

J1

Js

J,,

86410 H2 E
25atb'p(u2 -l)'

75pHa4b4 (u' -l) '

(-648n4 H3 Ea'b' - 60n4 H3 Ebo - 4860.ft4 Ht Eao¡

75pHa4b4 (Dt -1)
96roH'E (3888tr4 H3 Eaz b2 + 3240 no H t 

Ebo 7

25a'b'p(uz -l)'
f -_-lo -

75pHa4bo (u2 -7)
,/t,4

" rr 
H p' " t2 

25baH p'
(40 7To H3 Ebo + 48no Ht Eazbt¡

75pHa4bo (D' -r)
(4860n4 H3 Eba + 64gro H3 Eatb' + 60ro Ht Ean¡

r _ 96tro Ht E

-

) " t4 
z5a2b2 p(uz -r)'

Jrs:

Jre =

Jrg =

Jr, =

Jr, =

75pHa4b4(D'-1)

(3240/14 H3 Ea4 + 3888/T4 H3 802 bz)

75 pHa4b4 (D' - 1)

)

r -/l r -. tt Hp. rô

32no H'E , _(-432n0 Ht Ea'b' -40n0 Ht Ebo¡
-- ?t) ¡ 7 .r ) "20-/)a-b- plù- - t)
(-432n4 H3 Eatb' - 40tro H3 Ea4¡

75pHa4b4(D2 -l)

7 5 pHa4 b4 (u' -l) '

(4860 n4 H3 Ea4 + 4860 7r4 H3 Eb4 + 5832/14 H3 Eaz bz )

75pHø4b4 (ut -I)
4

25baH p

25baH p'

f _p
Hp
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER PROGRAM CODE

The computer program code together with the input and ouþut example are given in

the attached CD.
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